Robust Controller design for Anti–Lock Braking System
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Abstract
Anti–Lock Braking System is a non–linear, time varying with system uncertainty. Therefore to Control this system we need a method that can be robust against different kind of uncertainty and non–linearity. \( H_{\infty} \) Control can easily meet system requirements. In this paper a \( H_{\infty} \) robust Controller will be designed for ABS. In the end we simulate the Control system designed and Consider the good performance of ABS in presence of uncertainty and non–linearity.

1. Introduction
One of the most important issues in automobile industries manufacturing is the automobile reliability. Braking systems has great role to gain reliability. Locking wheeled when braking on the road surface is dangerous. This cause to increase stop distance and reduce automobile steering which is quite undesirable.

The most important stop toward good performance of automobile braking system is to apply anti-lock braking system. This system was applied in 1970s by Benz factory for the first time and then find good acceptance between automobiles factories and drivers as well [1].

The aims of ABS include reducing distance of stop, increasing steering and automobile stability guaranteed during braking. Fiction force between tier and road decrease. Thus automobile will stop after longer distance. To solve this problem, ABS decrease braking force and prevent locking wheels. Fiction force between tier and road keep maximum and the distance of stop road reduce cause to make higher reliability. ABS prevents locking the wheels, therefore wheels can move freely. This means car can be controlled by driver. Guaranteed stability is very important in car reliability. Different state of road friction ratio, non-even load distribution and tier condition make different kind of situations for stability. An advanced can adjust wheel slip, balance the forces on car and guaranteed the third aim[5].

In recent years a lot of research has been done on the application of many advance control theory on ABS system. For example Fuzzy control, neural network, adaptive controls are applied to ABS. In this paper we first consider the model of the ABS. The model is non-linear time – varying with uncertainty[6-13]. Thus, we need a method that is able to make robust ABS against different kind of uncertainty and non-linearity.

\( H_{\infty} \) control can easily satisfy these needs. In the end of the paper simulation of ABS show that the \( H_{\infty} \) controller satisfy the aims in present of all uncertainties and non-linearity[14-15].

2. Modeling of ABS system
Movement equations of an automobile are as follows:

\[ j\omega = rf_x - T_b \]  
\[ mv = -f_x \]  
\[ f_x = \mu(\lambda)f_z \]  
\[ f_z = mg \]
m is the automobile mass, \( v \) is the speed, \( \omega \) is angular speed of wheel, \( f_z \) vertical force, \( f_x \) friction force of tier, \( T_b \) braking moment, \( r \) wheel radius and \( J \) wheel inertia.

Wheel slipping can be found from the following:

\[
\lambda = \frac{v - r\omega}{v} \quad (5)
\]

For \( \lambda = 1 \) angular speed is zero i.e. wheel is locked and for \( \lambda = 0 \) i.e. \( v = r\omega \) and wheel is free. \( \mu(\lambda) \) is friction ratio of road-tier and is the nonlinear function and dependent to slip. The following figure shows this function. This function is related to vertical force \( f_z \), angular movement of steer \( \alpha \), road surface, tier considering road condition and tier characteristics the peak of curve will change.

![Figure 1- Friction ratio of road-tier](image)

In this paper angular movement of steer is supposed to be zero. From (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) we have;

\[
\lambda v = \frac{r}{j} T_b - \frac{r^2 f_z}{j} \mu(\lambda) \quad (6)
\]

Eq. (6) is nonlinear first order diff. Eq. That if \( \beta = \frac{r^2 f_z}{j} \), \( \alpha = \frac{r}{j} \) we have:

\[
\lambda v = -\beta \mu(\lambda) + \alpha T_b \quad (7)
\]

That \( V \) have uncertainty. Breaking Eq. as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_b &= P \quad (8) \\
T_P + P &= Ku \quad (9) \\
u &= \lambda_u - \lambda \quad (10)
\end{align*}
\]

\( P \) is oil pressure, \( K \) and \( T \) are constant and \( \lambda_u \) is maximum curve slip \( \mu(\lambda) \), from (7), (8), (9) and (10) the ABS system model is obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= f(x, u) \quad (11) \\
y &= \lambda \quad (12)
\end{align*}
\]

In which state vector is \( x = [\dot{x}, T, P] \) and \( u = \lambda_u \) is the input of this nonlinear system.

3. \( H_\infty \) control theory

The period of robust control back again to frequency domain thought in which \( H_\infty \) synthesis and robustness analysis of singular value is posed, \( H_\infty \) control is defined by Zames for the first time, and then structured singular value by Doyle was introduced these two are the key structure of the robust control [14]. Zames said that norm - \( \infty \) is closer to application than norm-2. He claimed that LQG controllers were not succeed because of norm-2 minimization [15]. In \( H_\infty \) robust control design the frequency peak response of the closed –loop minimized such that frequency response curve is located under specific curve in which is the performance index of system behavior.

Mathematically, \( H_\infty \) controller minimize norm - \( \infty \) for the worst model of the plant. Since the uncertainty of ABS system come from modeling error and internal parameter variation, \( H_\infty \) control can easily be robust against uncertainty and reduce its effect on output behavior. Consider figure [2] that \( d \) and \( n \) is disturbance and noise to the system respectively.

![Figure 2- Closed-loop control together with noise and disturbance](image)

One way of indicating stability margin in this system is to consider singular value to closed loop transfer function matrix from \( r \) to \( e, u \) and \( y \).

\[
S(s) = \left( I + L(s) \right)^{-1} \quad (13)
\]

\[
R(s) = F(s)\left( I + L(s) \right)^{-1} \quad (14)
\]

\[
T(s) = L(s)\left( I + L(s) \right)^{-1} \quad (15)
\]

\[
L(s) = G(s)F(s) \quad (16)
\]

S(s) and T(s) are called sensitivity and complementary sensitivity matrix respectively. There is no name for R(s). The plot of singular value matrix of S(s), T(s) and R(s) play very
important role in robust control design. In fact, \(S(s)^2\) is closed-loop function from \(d\) to \(y\) and to have small effect of disturbance on output we must have:
\[
\sigma(S(jw)) \leq \|W_1^{-1}(jw)\| \tag{17}
\]
in order to reduce the effect of noise and uncertainty on the output we have:
\[
\sigma(R(jw)) \leq \|W_2^{-1}(jw)\| \tag{18}
\]
\[
\sigma(T(jw)) \leq \|W_3^{-1}(jw)\| \tag{19}
\]

\[W_2 = \frac{0.005(s + 1)}{(1 + 0.05s)} \quad W_3 = \frac{0.525(1 + 2s)}{(1 + 0.105s)}\]

\(F(s)\) controller will be found with these weighting matrices.

5. Simulation

ABS parameters are as follows:
\[r = 0.32m, F_z = 4410N, m = 450kg\]
\[\lambda = 0.18\] and \(j = 1kgm^2\).

To search for robustness of \(H_{\infty}\) designed controller we consider different situations:

I) Linear system response without uncertainty: figure (4) shows sliding without uncertainty. We can see sliding can reach to 0.185 in less than 0.2 sec., which is very good. Fig (5) shows break moment, which can reach to 1300 Newton in less than 0.2 sec.

II) Nonlinear system response without uncertainty: Fig (6) shows non-linear system sliding that with small overshoot can reach to 0.183 in less than 0.2 second. Fig (7) shows brake moment that with small overshoot reach to 1400 Newton.

III) Non-linear system response with un-modeled dynamics uncertainty: Designed controller was applied to non-linear system with un-modeled dynamics. Fig (8) show that this controller is robust against this uncertainty and with sliding 0.18 can stop the car in 2.1 second.

Fig (9) show that car can stop in 2.1 second with speed \(20m/s\). Fig (10) shows that brake moment reach to 1400 Newton.

IV) Non-linear system response in snow road condition: Fig (11) shoes snow road that sliding is 0.19 and car can stop in 3.45 second Fig (12) indicate the rate of the speed slowness.

V) Non-linear system response in icy-road condition: Fig (13) shows the sliding on icy road. Which is equal 0.19 and the car will stop in 4.1 second. Fig (14) indicates the rate of speed slowness of the car.
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